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Donkeys are endearing creatures, making 

them very appealing as pets. But there is 

far more to a donkey than meets the eye. 

Donkeys and horses differ significantly, 

despite belonging to the same family. 

Donkeys need the same basic care as 

horses: constant access to water, good 

grazing, a worming programme, good  

hoof care, veterinary care, regular dental 

checks, vaccinations and a high fibre diet.  

However, donkeys are designed to cope 

with the warm, dry climate of North 

Africa, where food is sparse. This means 

there are lots of extras to take into 

consideration. They can also live for up 

to fifty years.

•  Donkeys’ thick coats help to protect them 

from cold weather, but they do not have 

the same waterproofing oils that horses do, 

so they need constant access to suitable 

shelter. Some may need a waterproof rug 

as extra protection in the Winter. 

•  A donkey’s weight must be constantly 

monitored as they put on weight 

very easily. Crash-dieting a donkey 

can be dangerous, and could lead to 

hyperlipaemia – a potentially life-

threatening condition where the body 

breaks down fat to make energy so 

the body can function. This results in 

excessive fat in the bloodstream and fat 

accumulating in the liver and kidneys. 

•  Hyperlipaemia can also happen as a result 

of anorexia (where a donkey refuses to eat 

because of illness or stress). If a donkey 

isn’t eating, a vet must be consulted 

straight away.    

•  Donkeys’ hooves are very good at 

absorbing water, as they are designed to 

live in a dry climate. Luscious and wet 

British pasture leaves donkeys at more 

risk of hoof diseases, as too much water 

can enter the hoof and make it soft and 

crumbly. Also, you will need access to a 

Farrier who is experienced in trimming 

donkeys’ hooves. 

•  Donkeys are less expressive than people 

think. A donkey may be seriously ill, but 

will not show it in the same way as a 

horse. Just a slight change in behaviour 

could signal a serious problem. You must 

know your donkey very well to be able to 

spot when something is wrong.

•  Donkeys need constant companionship. 

They should be kept with at least one 

other donkey, as donkeys form very close 

bonds with their friends. They can suffer 

anxiety or become depressed if separated 

from close companions. 

•  Horses and donkeys can live happily 

together. Although donkeys can 

sometimes pass lungworm onto horses, 

a proper worming routine put together by 

your vet will lessen this risk considerably.

•  Donkeys are naturally inquisitive animals 

and will wander off at the slightest 

opportunity! Robust fencing and secure 

gates are a must. They are intelligent 

creatures and need to live in a stimulating 

environment. Logs to chew on and carrots 

hidden in welly boots can help keep their 

minds active!

Mules and Hinnies

A mule is a cross between a male donkey 

and a female horse. A hinny is a cross 

between a female donkey and a male horse, 

but they are less common than mules. Mules 

and hinnies need the same basic care as 

horses and donkeys, but there are a few 

extra considerations to take into account 

such as their intelligence and sensitivity. 

This leaflet is just a short introduction  

to donkey ownership. Please contact the 

Redwings welfare team on 01508 481008 

or email welfare@redwings.co.uk for 

more information on looking after 

donkeys. Alternatively, contact  

The Donkey Sanctuary via  

www.thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk  

or 01395 578222. 

To find out more about mule ownership, 

please contact us or The British Mule 

Society via www.britishmulesociety.co.uk.

THE BASICS
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  Donkeys form very 
  strong bonds.  

  Donkeys are very   
  special animals!  

  One of our  

  mules, Nogs!  
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If you need more information, the Redwings welfare 

team would be happy to help. Please call us on 

01508 481008 or email us at welfare@redwings.co.uk

Redwings Horse Sanctuary was established in 

1984 and has grown to become the largest horse 

sanctuary in the UK, working to save horses, 

ponies, donkeys and mules whose future would 

otherwise be bleak. Its work has three themes: 

rescue and rehabilitation, specialist sanctuary care 

and prevention through education. The sanctuary 

currently provides more than 1300 horses, ponies, 

donkeys and mules with specialist sanctuary care 

and has 500 horses out on loan in Guardian homes.
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